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YSS Hokorimasu Symbols and History

The YSS Hokorimasu logo, motto, name, and condensed history can be found below.

Ship Emblem

The Hokorimasu emblem consists of the cool starship (in its original form) on a background of
Yamataian space set within a red circle, surrounded by gold laurels. The red circle represents the blood
and honor of the fleet which pulses within each and every one of its members, and the gold laurels
represents victory. A patch version of the Hokorimasu emblem is worn by the crew on their uniforms.

Ship Motto

The Hokarimasu' motto is “Transcending chaos, to a brilliant future.” This is a modification of “Through
chaos, to catch tomorrow!” the motto of the YSS Senbu.

The motto refers to the ship's position, and resolve. Where as the lead ship of the fleet, it will forever be
crossing chaotic space and endeavors in its dedication to serve the empire in search of a safer and better
tomorrow.
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Ship Name

Hokorimasu / hokoruほこります／ほこる

It means; “To be proud.” In that it reflects the true simbol it reperesents, as one of the goddess ships of
the Yamataian fleets. This Chiharu stands gloriously before all, shining brightly and encouraging to fight
on proudly. It is also a play on Shizuka Endo's Lioness like persona, and thus her pride in her fleet, her
crew and ship. But also that her fleet's crew are like her pride.

Ship Song

From the ashes we rise, through fallen flames. We stand forth ready, to fight in her name.

Hokorimasu, our goddess she flies. Forever noble, forever wise.

Even if the sun will set We of the Hokorimasu know, it's not over yet.

Hokorimasu, our goddess she flies. Forever confidant, in the starry skies.

Her pride unbroken, and her resolve so true. Hokorimasu in this chaos, it is you—

Whom we forever follow through.

Ship History

The following lists of events are in chronological order.

YE 32

Shizuka Endo redesigns the Chiharu-class Flagship based on the new and upcoming Yamato Class's
modernization.

Work begins on repairing the old flag and putting it back together in the new Chiharu format.

YE 33

Plot Audit History

The following are this plot's scores from plot audits.

Month 9999: ##.# (N)

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:shizuka_endo
https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=characters:yamatai:shizuka_endo
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